Effects of gel composition on the radiation induced density change in PAG polymer gel dosimeters: a model and experimental investigations.
Due to a density change that occurs in irradiated polyacrylamide gel (PAG), x-ray computed tomography (CT) has emerged as a feasible method of performing polymer gel dosimetry. However, applicability of the technique is currently limited by low sensitivity of the density change to dose. This work investigates the effect of PAG composition on the radiation induced density change and provides direction for future work in improving the sensitivity of CT polymer gel dosimetry. A model is developed that describes the PAG density change (delta(rho)gel) as a function of both polymer yield (%P) and an intrinsic density change, per unit polymer yield, that occurs on conversion of monomer to polymer (delta(rho)polymer). %P is a function of the fraction of monomer consumed and the weight fraction of monomer in the unirradiated gel (%T). Applying the model to experimental CT and Raman spectroscopic data, two important fundamental properties of the response of PAG density to dose (delta(rho)gel dose response) are discovered. The first property is that delta(rho)polymer)depends on PAG %C (cross-linking fraction of total monomer) such that low and high %C PAGs exhibit a higher deltarho(polymer)than do more intermediate %C PAGs. This relationship is opposite to the relationship of polymer yield to %C and is explained by the effect of %C on the type of polymer formed. The second property is that the delta(rho)gel dose response is linearly dependent on %T. From the model, the inference is that, at least for %T < or = 2%, monomer consumption and delta(rho)polymer depend solely on %C. In terms of optimizing CT polymer gel dosimetry for high sensitivity, these results indicate that delta(rho)polymer can be expected to vary with each polymer gel system and thus should be considered when choosing a polymer gel for CT gel dosimetry. However, delta(rho)polymerand %P cannot be maximized simultaneously and maximizing %P, by choosing gels with intermediate %C and high %T, is found to have the greatest impact on increasing the sensitivity of PAG density to dose. As such, future research into new gel formulations for high sensitivity CT polymer gel dosimetry should focus on gels that exhibit an intrinsic density change and maximizing polymer yield in these systems.